Background: Marker detection is an important task in complex disease studies. Here we provide an association rule mining (ARM) based approach for identifying integrated markers through mutual information (MI) based statistically significant feature extraction, and apply it to acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and prostate carcinoma (PC) gene expression and methylation profiles. Methods: We first collect the genes having both expression and methylation values in AML as well as PC. Next, we run Jarque-Bera normality test on the expression/methylation data to divide the whole dataset into two parts: one that follows normal distribution and the other that does not follow normal distribution. Thus, we have now four parts of the dataset: normally distributed expression data, normally distributed methylation data, non-normally distributed expression data, and non-normally distributed methylated data. A feature-extraction technique, "mRMR" is then utilized on each part. This results in a list of top-ranked genes. Next, we apply Welch t-test (parametric test) and Shrink t-test (non-parametric test) on the expression/methylation data for the top selected normally distributed genes and non-normally distributed genes, respectively. We then use a recent weighted ARM method, "RANWAR" to combine all/specific resultant genes to generate top oncogenic rules along with respective integrated markers. Finally, we perform literature search as well as KEGG pathway and Gene-Ontology (GO) analyses using Enrichr database for in silico validation of the prioritized oncogenes as the markers and labeling the markers as existing or novel.
INTRODUCTION
Identification of biomarkers from multiple omics datasets has been one of the main research topics in quantitative science and complex disease studies. A "biomarker" [1] [2] [3] [4] refers to one gene or a locus whose change can reflect a specified subcategory of medical signs or clinical outcome (e.g., drug treatment); whereas medical symptoms represent the indications about either illness or health which can be understandable only by the patients by their own. From another source, a biomarker can be stated as a biological measure for a biological state. It also can be defined as a characteristic which would be measured in objective-oriented manner and estimated as an indicator of either pathogenic or biological processes, or pharmacological feedbacks to a therapeutic mediation. World Health Organization (WHO) defines a biomarker as a structure, substance, or process which can be measurable in the human body and which helps to make prediction on either the disease or resultant factor respective to the disease. To identify a reproducible biomarker, appropriate statistical methods and analysis of data from one or multiple large datasets are required.
Errors in statistical analysis [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] are the most critical issues which are often identified in literature. In statistical theory, there are mainly two categories of hypothesis tests: parametric test and non-parametric test. Parametric test follows the assumption of having normal distributed data whereas non-parametric test follows the assumption of having any non-normally distributed data. Therefore, in the case of the normally distributed data, parametric hypothesis based test typically works well. If the data does not hold normal distribution, the p-value of the parametric test becomes inappropriate in many cases. Notably, in the case of normally distributed data, nonparametric tests are found to be less powerful than parametric tests. Thus, p-value of the non-parametric test represents a higher score beyond its original score. However, when the distribution of the data is non-normal, p-value of the non-parametric test is proper. If the sample size in the corresponding data is not large enough (e.g., less than fifty in some studies), then the aforementioned statements are too much sensitive [14] .
DNA methylation [15, 16] is a heritable epigenetic factor that involves the covalent transfer of a methyl group (-CH3) to the 5th position of the cytosine pyrimidine ring by DNA methyltransferases or 6th nitrogen place of the adenine purine ring in the genomic DNA. Gene expression will maintain low when its methylation level in the promoter region is high. To activate gene expression, methylation level will be decreased accordingly.
Microarray technique [17] [18] [19] has been used to examine genome-wide gene expression and methylation profiles along with other genomic features (e.g., single nucleotide polymorphisms, copy number variation, microRNA) in the experimental/diseased case samples versus control samples (e.g., matched normal samples). Notably, the number of genes in the microarray data is large (about 22,000 protein coding genes, many more at the transcript level), but most of them are not informative for disease versus normal comparison. Therefore, it requires to identify those most informative genes for biomarker detection from the dataset along with better visualization of the respective data, reducing the elapsed time for better postprocessing works like classification, feature-subset selection employing the efficient model as well as robust model. Thus, feature-selection methodology can be useful for marker identification as an intermediary step [8, 20, 21] . In this manuscript, we provide an association rule mining (ARM) based study of identifying integrated oncogenic markers through mutual information (MI) oriented statistically significant feature extraction on an acute myeloid leukemia-based multi-view dataset consisting of gene expression and methylation values. In this regard, we preliminarily apply a well-known normality test namely Jarque-Bera normality test [22, 23] on the expression and methylation data. This test help us to divide the expression and methylation data into two parts, normally distributed sub-data and non-normally distributed sub-data. After that, we find the genes which contain both expression and methylation data-values, and which hold normal distribution. Subsequently, we identify the genes that have both expression and methylation data-values, but do not hold normal distribution. Therefore, through the above steps, we acquire four categories of sub-datasets: normally distributed expression sub-data (NDE), non-normally distributed expression sub-data (NNDE), normally distributed methylation sub-data (NDM), and non-normally distributed methylation sub-data (NNDM). A wellknown feature-selection method, mRMR [24] is then applied to each of the four sub-datasets in order to determine a specific number of top-ranking features (genes) that consist of highest relevance as well as lowest redundancy. As a parametric hypothesis test is more or less well performer on the normal distributed data, thus Welch t-test (a well-known parametric test) [25] is applied to NDE data as well as NDM data to identify the list of the genes that are both differentially expressed and differentially methylated. Subsequently, since a non-parametric hypothesis test typically performs well on the nonnormally distributed data, we apply Shrink t-test (a nonparametric test) [5] to NNDE data as well as NNDM data to obtain the list of the genes that are both differentially expressed and differentially methylated.
Consequently, we have identified the genes that have inverse relationship between the expression and methylation data for normal distribution as well as non-normal distribution. In other words, we have performed the intersection between these resultant genes from NDE and NDM as well as from NNDE and NNDM. Next, we carry out the union of all the intersecting results. But, if the number of such intersected genes is less than two, no rule can be generated. In that case, union of all the statistically significant genes from the top 100 genes (features) for the four sub-datasets (NDE, NDM, NNDE and NNDM) are considered for next step (rule mining). A latest weighted association rule mining methodology namely "RAN-WAR" [26] , is then utilized on the geneset in order to produce the top selected relationships (i.e., rules) among these oncogenes. Furthermore, the corresponding integrated oncogenic markers are highlighted. As a case study, we demonstrate our proposed framework using gene expression array-based data, and DNA methylation array-based (Methylation27k) data in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) as well as prostate carcinoma (PC).
Furthermore, we carry out literature search as well as KEGG pathway and Gene-Ontology (GO) analyses for biological validation of the top oncogenes satisfying the resultant top rules. We finally highlight a few top-ranked rules and corresponding integrated markers along with several supportive biological information. Since we have verified data-distribution prior to the application of the statistical test, we expect the statistical errors in our proposed framework of integrated marker identification would be reduced. Moreover, in this framework, we have integrated four major properties, i.e., data-distribution, statistical hypothesis testing methodology, feature selection and association rule mining. Therefore, the results from the analysis are likely more informative towards the indication of disease condition.
RELATED TERMS
In the information theory, entropy is a measure that estimates the uncertainty or randomness of the connecting event (information) [27] . We use Shannon entropy, a popular measure that measures the expected score of the information regarding a message. Here, the message is used in order to mention a specified realization of the respective variable. However, the entropy of a discrete variable C is described as follows. Here p(c) denotes the probability mass function of the variable C and we take b as 2 in log function.
Mutual information (MI) [28] between two arbitrary variables (or vectors) signifies the amount of shared information between themselves. In other words, MI actually measures how much information (knowledge) regarding one variable or vector can be generated through the knowledge of the other variable/vector [27] . Thus, it estimates the mutual dependency between the two variables (or vectors). If MI is zero, it illustrates that the related variables (or vectors) are completely independent with each other. On the other hands, if the value of MI is higher (i.e., nearest to 1), it signifies that these two variables (or vectors) are highly dependent with each other. Let C 1 and C 2 be the two discrete variables, the MI between them is described as follows
Here, p(c 1 ) and p(c 2 ) denote the probability mass functions of the vectors C 1 and C 2 , respectively, whereas p(c 1 , c 2 ) signifies the joint-probability mass function between C 1 and C 2 , successively. However, according to the work in [29] , the normalized mutual information between C 1 and C 2 (let, MI nm (C 1 ; C 2 )) is calculated as follows
In addition, class relevance of a gene (feature) refers to the mutual dependency between the class-variable and the gene (feature). Here, the mutual dependency can be evaluated by the normalized mutual information (i.e., MI nm ). On the other hand, the redundancy between the two genes (features) can be computed by the mutual dependency (i.e., the normalized mutual information) between these two genes (features). Of note, the combination of higher relevance score and the smaller redundancy score signifies a robust and efficient geneselection criteria. There are many gene-extraction (feature-extraction) algorithms available. Among them, mRMR-based technique (minimal Redundancy Maximal Relevance criterion based feature selection) [24] is one of the best methodologies.
Association rule mining (ARM) [30] [31] [32] is a wellknown technique for identifying interesting relationships (associations) among different items (genes). Let, GS = {g 1 , g 2 , ..., g n } is a geneset (itemset) and SS = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s m } is sample-set (transaction-set). Therefore, an association rule can be depicted as AN ⇒ CN, where AN, CN GS and AN \ CN = f. Here, AN and CN are stated as antecedent (left hand side or LHS) and consequent (right hand side or RHS), respectively. For example, in a transactional database (like shopping mall), a transaction might contain a set of purchased items within it. Similarly, in any tissue-sample (i.e., transaction) of an expression or methylation dataset, many genes occur in combination. Some of these genes might be hypo-methylated/upregulated and some of these genes are hyper-methylated/down-regulated, whereas the rest of the genes are non-differentially methylated or expressed (that means neither hypo-methylated/upregulated nor hyper-methy-lated/down-regulated). Now, in the case of the biological transaction, let {gene1 ↓, gene2 -⇒ gene6 ↑} be an association rule: if gene1 is down-regulated (depicted as ↓) and gene2 is simultaneously hypo-methylated (depicted as "-"), then gene6 is likely to be up-regulated (denoted by ↑). We expect these three genes together and their relationship will likely occur in many samples (transactions) of the dataset. However, the support (frequency) of a geneset (item-set) is described as the number of samples (transactions) in which all participating genes (items) belonging to the geneset occur simultaneously. A geneset will be frequent if the support (frequency) is greater than any user-defined cutoff value (i.e., minimum support cutoff). The confidence (strength) of the rule can be defined as the ratio of the support of the complete geneset to the support of its antecedent part (LHS) only.
Apriori [30] is a fundamental technique to build genesets of interest and then generate the respective association rules of the genesets in order to control the transactional database. Apriori basically follows a "bottom-up" procedure in which frequent subsets are extended by one gene (item) at a time for extracting each candidate, and the groups of the candidates are thereafter verified against the data. This process terminates when there is no any further successful extension. The outcome of Apriori method is in the form of the sets of rules which signify the appearance of genes in the dataset. Notably, Apriori follows the breadth-first search for counting the candidate genesets. Apriori generates candidate genesets of the length r from genesets of the length r -1. After that, it removes the candidate genesets which are infrequent sub-patterns. Each resultant candidate set must have all frequent genesets. However, from each of the candidate genesets, we obtain many association rules. Thereafter, the confidence (strength) of each extracted rules for each candidate geneset is computed and then verified whether the confidence of the extracted rules are greater than equal to the user-defined minimum confidence value. Finally, the satisfied rules are considered as final outcomes.
The number of generated rules from any transactional dataset is huge, and most of them are redundant. In addition, the quality (priority/weight) of each gene assumes the same. In order to ease these two limitations, many new rule mining techniques such as RANWAR [26] have been proposed.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Currently, numerous single genetic markers have been reported in literature [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . For examples, Huang et al. (2010) [40] provided a significant framework for recognizing disease-specific biomarkers for gene expression profiles specially for cancer. Wang et al. (2015) [16] provided the role of the respective heterogeneous DNA methylation during the tumorigenesis through the analysis on the gene expression data. In other work, a combined analysis of epigenomic and transcriptomic modifications is conducted to identify changes disturbed by the BRAFV 600E through the comparative study between the methylation and gene expression profiles of the melanoma tumor growth [43] . Zheng et al. [42] proposed a methodology by integrating gene expression profiles and high-throughput protein-protein interaction data in order to find the dysregulated biological networks in the progression of hepatitis C virus induced hepatocellular carcinoma (denoted as HCV-induced HCC) disease. Furthermore, Mallik et al. [44] developed an approach of biomarker discovery depending upon the eigenvector centrality-based ranking of genes in the transaction factor (TF), microRNA (miRNA) and gene network in a multiview uterine leiomyoma dataset consisting of both the gene expression and methylation profiles. An integrated study of potential intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) and transcriptomic analysis of the genes for the transcripts encoding IDPs are also performed by Mallik et al. [38] on the prostate carcinoma epigenetic data covering gene expression and methylation. Furthermore, many new strategies have been proposed to either identify differentially expressed genetic markers, perform their respective enrichment study, or both for many rare diseases. For example, Coburn et al. [41] proposed a new strategy to deal with inflammatory bowel disease (i.e., IBD). New approach of gene set enrichment analysis on dental caries genome-wide association study dataset is also described in reference [39] . Besides that, Mallik et al. [9, 10] developed a new technique regarding the analogous topological features for the co-evolutionary network pattern of the ribosome that helps to make differentiation between the various rRNA regions having the rapid reconstitutions from obstructions through the kinetic traps. Mukhopadhay et al. [18] proposed a particleswarm optimization based gene-marker discovery technique. Building on the productive research for single marker discovery, now investigators aim to find combinatorial gene-based markers for disease [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] .
It is noted that in recent times, different research fields are integrated for solving a specified problem involving complex or heterogeneous data in disease. In this case, our main goal is to identify integrated markers that are effective on predicting disease condition or outcome. As mentioned in Introduction, normalized mutual information based feature selection is effective for eliminating redundant genes from the underlying data and picking up oncogenes. Furthermore, proper selection of statistical testing technique is very important task depending upon data-distribution property for oncogene selection. The simultaneous utilization of these two techniques makes the oncogene identification process better in all perspectives. It requires to generate relationships between the resultant oncogenes. Hence, association rule mining technique helps to produce such oncogenic relationships in the structure of rules depending upon the support (frequency) and confidence (strength) measures of the corresponding genesets. According to the literature, there is no such method where data-distribution, feature selection, statistical test and association rule mining are utilized together to produce integrated markers. Hence, we develop an ARM-based approach of finding integrated oncogenic markers using MI-based statistically significant feature selection for the multi-domain dataset containing the gene expression and methylation information. We apply it to acute myeloid leukemia that has both expression and methylation data. For the purpose of validation of the extracted markers, we perform literature search as well as KEGG pathway and GO analyses through a latest enrichment tool Enrichr. It is highly expected that our framework provides a new sophisticated way of identifying integrated markers.
PROPOSED INTEGRATED MARKER INDENTIFICATION METHOD
In this article, we develop an ARM-based framework for generating statistically significant most relevant and minimally redundant markers through a popular feature selection method "mRMR" (minimal Redundancy Maximal Relevance criterion based feature selection) [24] , using the genomic data of both expression and methylation. The steps of the proposed framework are demonstrated as follows.
Data normalization and normality test
Initially, we choose the (matched) genes of the multidimensional dataset that contains both the expression and methylation information. After that, the gene expression and methylation data corresponding to each matched gene is normalized through the utilization of zero-mean normalization. It is noted that the zero-mean normalization is described as follows.
where the values of j lies in between 1 and the size of the sample. Besides, µ and refer to average (mean) and standard deviation, respectively, for each gene in the expression or methylation data before normalization. Additionally, x(j) and x nm (j) denote the value of j-th sample of the gene-wise data before and after normalization, respectively.
Normality test
After normalization, we apply a well-known normality test namely Jarque-Bera test [22] to the normalized data to divide the whole dataset into two parts, one part that holds the normal distribution, whereas remaining part that does not follow normal distribution. The Jarque-Bera test is formulated as follows
where Ks is the kurtosis of the sample, Sk refers to the skewness of the sample, and dg stands for the degree of freedom.
After utilizing the normality test on the expression data, two different categories of sub-datasets have been generated, i.e., NDE, and NNDE. Similarly, for the methylation data, the normality test produces another two categories of sub-datasets, i.e., NDM, and NNDM.
Identifying the highest relevant and lowest redundant genes
After accumulating the four categories of sub-datasets, we apply a popular feature-selection method, "mRMR" (minimal Redundancy Maximal Relevance criterion based feature selection) [24] for identifying the topranked genes that has maximal relevance as well as minimal redundancy. To compute the normalized mutual information, we discretize the sample values of each gene for every sub-dataset into three major states (i.e., "0", "1" and "2") before using the aforementioned featureselection method. Let Dcx nm (j) denotes the discretized value of j-th sample for every gene-data. The discretization step is here described in the following 
After the discretization, the feature-selection technique (i.e., "mRMR") is discussed as follows. Suppose, PFS be the preliminary feature-set (geneset) having "N" number of features (genes) and FFS be final (resultant) feature-set. Our goal is to select top "t" number of features through the feature selection technique. Initially, PFS consists of "N" number of features, while FFS is empty. Firstly, we calculate normalized mutual information for every feature with respect to class-variable (let, V ) through the way given below
where 1£j£N. Here, MI(f j ; V) stands for mutual information between the feature f j and the class-variable V as described in the following:
where b is set as 2. However, in Equation (6), ET(f j ) denotes the entropy of the feature f j (discrete variable) which is defined as: ET ðf j Þ= -Σ a∈f j pðaÞlog b pðaÞ, where pðaÞ is the probability mass function of f j , and the value of b is taken as 2. In Equation (6), ET(V) stands for the entropy of the class-variable V (discrete variable) that is defined as: ET ðV Þ= -Σ a∈V pðaÞlog b pðaÞ, where pðaÞ is the probability mass function of V, and the value of b is set as 2.
After that, we get the feature (let, f best ) for which the respective normalized mutual information with respect to the class-variable becomes highest among all the features. That feature is then kept into FFS. This feature is the topmost chosen gene. Therefore, the value of t is now 1. This gene is then discarded from PFS. The f best is obtained through the following manner: MI nm (f best ; V)= max j = 1, ..., N {MI nm (f j ; V )}. FFS and PFS are then updated as FFS ← { f best }, and PFS ←{PFS \ f best }. It is noted that in all the cases except the selection of the topmost gene, we have to compute the normalized mutual information for each feature-pair (say, (f j , f k )) where f j ∈PFS and f k ∈FFS. This signifies as follows
where
pðr, sÞlog b pðr, sÞ pðrÞpðsÞ :
To determine the second top feature, we need to identify the current highest relevant and lowest redundant gene from PFS. Thus, we select feature f j ∈PFS for which the value given below becomes maximum.
Thereafter, we include the second top feature to FFS, and subsequently discard the feature from PFS; i.e., FFS ← FFS [ {g = f j }, and PFS ← PFS \{ f j }. After identifying the second top feature, we again perform the same step from Equation (8) for determining the third top feature, and so on until |FFS| = t has been made. We finally acquire all the chosen (selected) top features (genes) from FFS after the completion of the aforementioned iterations. It is noted that the examples of computing the normalized mutual information between a feature and the classvariable (MI nm (f; V )) in Table 1 .
However, this feature-selection technique is applied to NDE, NDM, NNDE and NNDM, subsets, respectively, and then determine some specific number of top highest relevant and lowest redundant features from each subdataset.
Statistical hypothesis tests and oncogene identification
After identifying the specific number of top features by mRMR feature selection method, we carry out proper statistical hypothesis test on these top features of each of the four sub-datasets (NDE, NDM, NNDE, and NNDM). Since parametric hypothesis test is a well-performer in the normally distributed data-domain, Welch t-test (a parametric hypothesis test) [25] is utilized on the NDE subdata of these top selected features as well as the NDM subdata of these top selected features in order to determine a list of differentially expressed or differentially methylated features (oncogenes) through the joint thresholds, p-value threshold and fold change cutoff. In a similar fashion, we find the specified number of top selected features by mRMR feature selection method from NNDE sub-data as well as NNDM sub-data. Since non-parametric hypothesis testing methods generally work good in non-normally distributed data-domain, therefore a non-parametric test, Shrink t-test [5] is applied on the NNDE sub-data of these top selected features as well as the NNDM sub-data of those intersected features to identify list of differentially expressed or methylated features (oncogenes) through the joint thresholds, p-value threshold and fold change cutoff. There are three states (i.e., "0", "1" and "2") of feature "f" in the discretized format, whereas class-variable "V" consists of two states (viz., "1" and "0") of which "1" denotes experimental sample and "0" refers to normal sample.
A gene is considered as up-regulated (UPR) if its FC is greater than or equal to a user-specified (higher) cutoff, as down-regulated (DNR) if FC is less than or equal to the another user-defined (lower) cutoff. Similarly, a gene is hyper-methylated (HERM) if FC is greater than or equal to the user-specified (higher) cutoff, while it will be hypomethylated (HOM) if FC is less than or equal to the userdefined (lower) cutoff.
Next, we have identified the genes that have inverse relationship between the expression and methylation data for normal distribution as well as non-normal distribution. In other words, we have performed the intersection between these statistically significant (resultant) genes from the top 100 genes (features) for NDE and NDM as well as from the top 100 genes (features) for NNDE and NNDM. Next, we carry out the union of all the intersecting results. But, if the number of such intersected genes is less than two, no rule can be generated. In that case, union of all the statistically significant genes from the top 100 genes (features) for the four sub-datasets (NDE, NDM, NNDE and NNDM) are considered for next step (rule mining). Let us assume that the resultant geneset after union is denoted as ONCG (oncogenic geneset).
Discretization
After that, we focus on finding the relationships between the resultant oncogenes belonging to the set ONCG. Since the whole data is already normalized gene-wise using zero-mean normalization (as mentioned in the Section of Data Normalization and Normality Test), thus we carry out the discretization of gene-wise data of the set ONCG by the following manner.
where D is the normalized data-matrix of set ONCG, and DisD is the discretized matrix. Here i and j signify gene-id (row) and sample-id (column), respectively. Here, upregulated and downregulated oncogenes are signified by UPR and DNR, respectively, whereas hyper-methylated and hypo-methylated oncogenes are represented by HERM and HOM, respectively. Thus, Equation (10) states that the value of the cell for D which is greater than 0 (i.e., the mean), is exchanged by 1 (referred to either UPR or HERM oncogene), and the value of the cell which is less
Marginal and joint probability calculation:
, and pðf =2Þ= 4 8 , pðV =0Þ= 4 8 , and pðV =1Þ= 4 8 :
Mutual information calculation:
MIðV ; f Þ=Σ r∈V Σ s∈f pðr, sÞlog 2 pðr, sÞ pðrÞpðsÞ
Entrophy computation:
Normalized mutual information calculation:
than 0 (i.e., the mean), is substituted by 0 (denoted as either DNR or HOM oncogene).
Post-discretization
After the discretization step, there are four types of genes for the expression data, (i) UPR (represented by 1 in DisD), (ii) DNR (represented by 0 in DisD), (iii)~UPR, and (iv)~DNR. Similarly, for methylation data, we have also found four types of genes, (i) HERM (represented by 1 in DisD), (ii) HOM (represented by 0 in DisD), (iii) HERM, and (iv)~HOM. Since association rule mining methodology only recognizes binary-numbers (i.e., 0 and 1), post-discretization is required in order to present the aforementioned four categories of genes through these two binary-numbers. In order to perform post-discretization, we transpose the discretized matrix (i.e., DisD' ), and then double the size of columns denoting the number of genes of transposed matrix DisD' . After doubling the size of columns, 1st half refers to the domain of UPR/HERM and 2nd half signifies the domain of DNR/HOM. In the 1st half, 1 represents UPR/HERM category, and 0 denotes UPR/~HERM category. In case of the 2nd half, 1 depicts DNR/HOM type, whereas 0 refers to~DNR/~HOM property.
Here, PDisD denotes the post-discretized matrix of size m Â (2 Ã q), where q refers to the number of oncogenes belonging to the set ONCG, and m is the number of samples for each oncogene. We provide an example of discretization and post-discretization in Figure 1 .
Determining gene-relationships through weighted association rule mining
After post-discretization, we utilize a latest weighted rule mining methodology, RANWAR [26] to the transposed matrix of PDisD, and extract some specified number of top association rules that depict the top relationships among different oncogenes. A concise description of RANWAR is provided as follows. RANWAR is basically a modified (weighted) version of the traditional association rule mining algorithm, Apriori [30] . RANWAR is developed based upon two rule-interestingness measures (i.e., rank-based weighted condensed support (wcs) [26] , and rank-based weighted condensed confidence (wcc) [26] ). In statistical scenario, these measures are made of the concept of the independence among the involved oncogenes. Suppose, vw rk is the weight of the gene k in r-th transaction. If a gene symbolized as gne k is present in r-th transaction/ sample (viz., t r ), the weight of that gene (i.e., w k ) becomes the value of vw rk . On the other hand, if gne k is absent in t r , then vw rk will be zero. This formulation is depicted as follows υw rk = w k , if gne k ∈t r : 0, otherwise:
However, geneset-sample weight of any geneset GS (i.e., WT r (GS)) is defined as multiplication of the weights of all the genes belonging to the geneset in a particular sample of the underlying dataset. This is computed as: 
In RANWAR [26] , firstly wcs of the 1-genesets are calculated. The frequent singleton genesets whose wcs values are larger than or equal to the user-defined minimum support threshold (i.e., min-wsupp), are then recognized. Similarly, their supersets 2-genesets are generated and thereafter frequent 2-genesets are found. The respective rules are produced from these frequent 2-genesets; and wcc of each rule is then computed. The rules whose wcc are larger than or equal to the user-defined minimum confidence cutoff (i.e., min_ wconf ), are picked up as resultant rules. After that, their supersets 3-genesets are generated and frequent 3-genesets are then identified. Figure 1 . Example of the step post-discretization in our proposed framework. " " and " " denote up-regulation and down-regulation successively, whereas "+" and "-" refer to hyper-methylation and hypo-methylation respectively. Here, s ds and s nor signify diseased and normal samples, successively. "nE" and "nM" denotes normalized expression and methylation profiles, respectively.
↑ ↓
The respective significant rules are extracted from those genesets, and so on. The run breaks when no any successful extension of the frequent genesets can be found. The resultant rules are rearranged with respect to wcc.
However, in our current pipeline, after the postdiscretization, we apply RANWAR algorithm through the user-defined thresholds (i.e., min_ wsupp and min_ wconf values), and extract the oncogenic-relationships (i. e., oncogenic-rules). Further, the respective integrated markers of these rules are highlighted. For example, {gene1, gene2-) gene6↑}; which states that if gene1 is downregulated (denoted as "↓") and gene2 is hypomethylated (denoted as "-") simultaneously in the multidomain dataset having both expression and methylation values, gene6 is likely to become up-regulated (referred to as "↑") in that multi-view dataset. Thus, the integrated marker for this rule is {gene1↓ [ gene2-[ gene6↑} that signifies that it is likely that the joint event of the three participating genes with their specific status (i.e., gene1 in down-regulation, gene2 in hypo-methylation and gene6 in up-regulation) causes the respective disease. Moreover, it is noted that in our resultant rules/markers, "↑", "↓", "+" and "-" stand for up-regulation, down-regulation, hypermethylation and hypo-methylation, respectively throughout the manuscript.
We carry out literature search and pathway enrichment analyses through an online tool Enrichr [51] . This helps us to identify the status of the integrated markers depending upon the available information of the direct or indirect associations between the participating oncogenes of the markers and the respective disease. We use three categories of status of the integrated markers: "Completely Existing" marker, "Partial" marker and "(Completely) Novel" marker that are denoted by "CE", "P" and "NV", respectively. An integrated marker can be stated as "CE" if the information regarding the association of all the participating oncogenes in the integrated marker for the leukemia is available either through the literature evidence or pathway enrichment or GO enrichment analysis. Similarly, an integrated marker becomes "P" if the information regarding the association of only some of the participating oncogenes in the integrated marker for the leukemia is available either through the literature evidence or KEGG pathway or Gene-Ontology analysis. Finally, an integrated marker is "NV" if no information about the association of any of the participating oncogenes in the integrated marker for the leukemia is found through the literature evidence or pathway enrichment or GO enrichment analysis. The novel markers identified from our framework recognized might be especially useful for hypothesis generation and future investigation. Figure 2 summarizes the flowchart of our proposed framework of identifying oncogenic rules through integrated study for multi-domain dataset consisting of expression and methylation datasets.
APPLICATION
In addition, a prostate carcinoma (PC) genomic dataset having microarray based gene expression and DNA methylation (NCBI reference identifier: GSE55599) [53] is utilized for testing the proposed framework. The expression dataset consists of 47,231 probes in 48 samples, whereas the methylation dataset contains 456,271 methylation probes in 48 samples. In total, the two datasets consist of 32 matched diseased (PC) samples and 16 matched control (benign prostatic hyperplasia) samples.
Experimental results
We first select the genes having both the expression and methylation values for AML dataset as well as PC dataset. Since many genes have more than one methylation probes, we eliminate the methylation probes that contain missing values, and then individually process every probe of each gene. The median absolute deviation (denoted as "MAD") score is then computed for each probe in case of expression dataset as well as methylation dataset for AML dataset as well as PC dataset. The probe that consists of maximum MAD score among all the probes related to a single gene, is selected, and other probes for that gene are discarded from the expression data as well as the methylation data for the AML dataset as well as the PC dataset. This step is applied for the other genes for the expression data as well as the methylation data for the AML or PC dataset.
For AML dataset, after the elimination of the redundant probes for each gene, we obtain a total of 13,703 matched genes between the methylation dataset and the expression dataset. Similarly, we identify a total of 18,309 common genes between the methylation dataset and the expression dataset for PC dataset. Zero-mean normalization and normality test are then carried out respectively on the resultant expression data as well as the resultant methylation data.
For AML dataset, we perform intersection between the two genesets found in NDE and NDM, and identify a total of 166 (= 3, 955 ∩ 576) genes which signify the normally distributed genes having both the expression and methylation data-values. Similarly, the intersection operation is carried out between the two genesets got in NNDE and NNDM, and we obtain a total of 9,338 (= 9, 748 ∩ 13, 127) genes that signify non-normally distributed genes consisting of both the expression and methylation data- values. Now, we only consider these two types of resultant intersected genes. Both of the NDE and NDM sub-datasets now contain 166 common genes, whereas both of the NNDE and NNDM sub-datasets have 9,338 common genes. Thereafter, the mRMR feature selection methodology is utilized on the aforementioned four subdatasets individually in order to obtain top 100 genes. The reason for choosing top 100 because this would give us enough candidates for further exploration of evidence, but it will not include candidates with weak signals. The maximum score of the feature selection through mRMR method at each iteration for NNE sub-dataset is depicted in Figure 3 . Here, we pick up a single gene that has the maximum feature selection score (i.e., Fs_maxscore as mentioned in the next paragraph of Equation (9)) for each iteration. Similarly, the maximum score of the feature selection by the mRMR method at each iteration for NNM sub-dataset is shown in Figure 4 , whereas such scores for NNNE and NNNM sub-datasets are represented in Figure  5 and Figure 6 , respectively. We also make intersection on the resultant top 100 genes from NDE and NDM subdatasets, and identify 67 common genes between these two; whereas we obtain only 5 common genes between the resultant top 100 genes from NNDE and NNDM subdatasets. genes would be playing the role of either oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes for the AML. These genes are either differentially expressed or differentially methylated or both in nature. In addition, we carry out intersection between the 42 statistically significant oncogenes of NNDE sub-dataset (denoted as SS NNDE ) and the 19 statistically significant oncogenes of NNDM sub-dataset (referred to as SS NNDM ), and identify only a resultant intersected oncogene (PROS1) that is both up-regulated as well as hypo-methylated. The p-value and FC value of the oncogene PROS1 in the NNDE sub-dataset are 0.0031 and 1.89, whereas the p-value and FC value of this gene in the NNDM sub-dataset are 3.39E-06 and 0.56. The heatmap for the resultant 61 oncogenes for the expression dataset is depicted in Figure 7 , whereas heatmap for the resultant 61 oncogenes for the methylation dataset is shown in Figure 8 . After the identification of the 61 oncogenes, we utilize RANWAR method to generate the relationships among the oncogenes through providing user-defined minimum weighted support threshold 0.10 and user-defined minimum weighted confidence threshold 0.50. It is noted that here the cutoffs are fixed in such a way that we obtain those rules that have higher confidence. Thus, weighted confidence threshold is kept as high as possible (= 0.50 or 50%). Sometime it happens that a highly confident rule might have low support. Thus, we keep weighted support cutoff as low as possible (= 0.10 or 10%) by which lowest (weighted) frequent rules can also extracted along with highest (weighted) frequent rules. However, the respective integrated markers (i.e., genesets) from which the rules are generated, are also highlighted. The resultant rules along with their corresponding markers (gene-sets) are then ranked by their weighted confidence values in descending order (i.e., best to worst cases). Thereafter, the redundant markers are eliminated from the list. For example, {BST2-, KRT17↓, LIMCH1-! PTK2-} rule comes from the geneset (integrated marker) namely
value is 91.36%; whereas {BST2-, KRT17↓, PTK2-! LIMCH1-} rule generates from the geneset (integrated
LIMCH1-} whose wcc value is 91.23%. That means both the rules are prepared from same geneset (integrated marker). Since the first mentioned geneset (marker) Figure 5 . Maximum score of feature selection (i.e., Fs_maxscore) at each iteration (up to 100 iterations) for NNNE sub-dataset of AML dataset. Notably, horizontal axis denotes Fs_maxscore, whereas vertical axis represents iteration ID of feature selection. contains higher wcc value than the second geneset (marker), the first mentioned marker is selected and the second marker is discarded from our list. However, we choose top twenty rules from the ranked rule-list depending upon their wcc values, and highlight their respective integrated markers (i.e., genesets) in Table 3 . Table 4 represents the profile status (i.e., either NDE, NDM, NNDE or NNDM), p-values, and fold-changes of the participating oncogenes of the top 20 integrated markers. For example, the top seventh integrated marker from our result is {PRSS2↑ [ PTK2-}. It contains two oncogenes: PRSS2↑ and PTK2-, of which PRSS2↑ belongs to NNE profile (i.e., non-normally distributed expression subdataset), and PTK2-falls in NNM profile (i.e., non-normally distributed methylation sub-dataset). Furthermore, the p-value of PRSS2↑ gene in the Shrink ttest (non-parametric test) for its NNE profile is 6.45E-06, whereas the fold change value in its NNE profile is 4.81. The p-value of PTK2-gene in the Shrink t-test for its NNM profile is 1.38E-07, and its fold change value in its NNM profile is 0.40.
After the identification of the non-redundant integrated marker, we perform the literature search as well as KEGG pathway and GO analyses (GO-terms such as biological process, cellular component and molecular function) through the online tool Enrichr to assess the functional information of these genes. Table 5 depicts the disease-related direct literature evidences. For example, the association of IL7 gene and the Leukemia disease is found in [61, 62] . According to [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] , the BST2 is involved in the leukemia. As mentioned in [3, 68, 69] , PTK2 gene is associated with leukemia since PTK2 expression has a direct correlation with the count of white blood during diagnosis. Furthermore, Table 6 shows the leukemia-associated KEGG pathways for the participating oncogenes of the markers along with the corresponding p-value of pathway enrichment as well as the supportive information regarding the relation between the highlighted KEGG pathway and leukemia disease. For example, IL7 gene is connected with some popular leukemia related significant KEGG pathways such as Jak-STAT signaling pathway (hsa04630) (p-value = 4.50E-05), cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction pathway (hsa04060) (p-value = 1.76E-14), and PI3K-Akt signaling pathway (hsa04151) (p-value = 1.29E-13). The association between the Jak-STAT signaling pathway and leukemia is reported in [71, 72] . The connection between Jak-STAT pathway and AML is made though CEP-701, a staurosporine (indolocarbazole). Similarly, the involvement between the cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction pathway and leukemia is found in [73] , whereas references [74] [75] [76] provide the required information of the relationship between the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway and leukemia. In addition, PTK2 is linked with some leukemia related pathways such as PI3K-Akt signaling pathway (hsa04151) [74] [75] [76] (p-value = 1.29E-13), calcium signaling pathway (hsa04020) [77] (p-value = 1.38E-13), focal adhesion (hsa04510) (p-value = 3.81E-11) [71] , and regulation of actin cytoskeleton (hsa04810) [71] (pvalue = 5.79E-12). PRSS2 is connected with a leukemia related pathway, transcriptional misregulation in cancer (hsa05202) [78] (p-value = 1.52E-07). Table 7 summarizes the leukemia-related GO-terms for the participating oncogenes of the markers with pathway enrichment p-values and the supportive information about the association between the highlighted GO-term and leukemia. For example, PTK2 is linked with some disease-associated GO-terms like GO:BP of positive regulation of MAPK cascade (GO:0043410) (p-value = 6.39E-09), GO:MF of protein tyrosine kinase activity (GO:0004713) (p-value = 4.91E-05), GO:CC of focal adhesion (GO:0005925) (p-value = 7.31E-06), and GO: CC of adherens junction (GO:0005912) (p-value = 8.31E-09). The link between the GO:BP of positive regulation of MAPK cascade and leukemia is reported in Ref. [85] , whereas the relation between GO:MF of protein tyrosine kinase activity and leukemia is identified in Ref. [86] . In addition, IL7 gene is involved with three disease-related GO-terms such as GO:MF of cytokine activity (GO:0005125) (p-value = 1.51E-10), GO:CC of extracellular region (GO:0005576) (p-value = 3.91E-07), and GO:CC of extracellular space (GO:0005615) (p-value = 1.49E-33). In Ref. [84] , authors reported involvement of GO:MF of cytokine activity in leukemia. The association between the GO:CC of extracellular region and leukemia is found in [82] . Furthermore, PHKA1 is connected with the Leukemia-related Gene-Ontology term viz., GO:MF of calmodulin-dependent protein kinase activity (GO:0004683) [71] p-value = 2.11E-02).
Among the top twenty integrated markers, we recognize six of them as "CE" markers, and twelve of them as "P" markers, whereas remaining two of them are novel (i.e., "NV") markers. These six "CE" markers are
{BST2-, IL7↑, TRIM36↓}, and {SRPX2↑, TRIM36↓}. Here, the related (most strongest or highest confident) rule of the {BST2-[ IL7↑ [ PTK2-} marker is {BST2-, IL7↑) PTK2-} which states that if the gene BST 2 is hypo-methylated and IL7 is up-regulated simultaneously in the underlaying dataset, then there it is likely that the gene PTK2 becomes hypo-methylated. Thus, the related marker signifies that these three genes with their specified status (i.e., BST2 in hypo-methylated status, IL7 in upregulated status, and PTK2 in hypo-methylated status) are jointly responsible for the occurrence of leukemia.
The marker {BST2-[ IL7↑ [ PTK2-} is a "CE" marker since the involvement of both the participating genes BST2, IL7 and PTK2 in leukemia is found through either literature search or pathway enrichment analysis or both. The direct involvement of BST2 in the Leukemia is highlighted in [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . In addition, BST2 is also linked with some leukemia-related GO terms such as GO:BP of regulation of cytokine production (GO:0001817) (p-value = 1.96E-08) [79] , GO:BP of regulation of intracellular transport (GO:0032386) (p-value = 1.30E-05) [80] , and GO:CC of Golgi apparatus (GO:0005794) (p-value = 4.30E-05) [71] . The association of IL7 gene and leukemia is mentioned in [61] and [62] . Furthermore, IL7 gene is associated with leukemia related KEGG pathways such as (hsa04630) Jak-STAT signaling pathway (p-value = 4.50E-05) [71, 72] , (hsa04060) cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction pathway (p-value = 1.76E-14) [73] , (hsa04151) PI3KAkt signaling pathway (p-value = 1.29E-13) [74] [75] [76] , and the leukemia disease related GO terms like GO:CCs of extracellular space (GO:0005615) (p-value = 1.49E-33) [83] , extracellular region (GO:0005576) (p-value = 3.91E-07) [82] , and GO:MF of cytokine activity (GO:0005125) (p-value = 1.51E-10) [84] . Besides that, the PTK2 gene is connected with leukemia as mentioned in [3, 68, 69] . PTK2 is also associated with some disease-related KEGG pathways viz., (hsa04151) PI3K-Akt signaling pathway (p-value = 1.29E-13) [74-76], (hsa04020) calcium signaling pathway (p-value = 1.38E-13) [77] , (hsa04810) regulation of actin cytoskeleton (p-value = 5.79E-12) [71] , (hsa04510) focal adhesion (p-value = 3.81E11) [71] and some disease-related Gene-Ontology terms like GO:BP of positive regulation of MAPK cascade (GO:0043410) (pvalue = 6.39E-09) [85] , GO:CC of adherens junction (GO:0005912) (p-value = 8.31E-09) [71] , GO:CC of focal adhesion (GO:0005925) (p-value = 7.31E-06) [71] , and GO:MF of protein tyrosine kinase activity (GO: 0004713) (p-value = 4.91E-05) [86] . hsa04020: calcium signaling pathway 1.38E-13 [77] hsa04810: regulation of actin cytoskeleton 5.79E-12 [71] hsa04510: focal adhesion 3.81E-11 [71] The twelve "P" markers are {KRT17↓
TRIM36↓} is a "P" marker since the association between the two participating genes such as PHKA1 and TRIM36 and the leukemia are known through either literature search or pathway and GO analyses or both, but the connection between KRT17 gene and the leukemia disease is unknown. In details, PHKA1 gene follows a leukemia related KEGG pathway (hsa04020) calcium signaling pathway (p-value = 1.38E-13) [77] and a leukemia related GO-term GO:MF of calmodulin-dependent protein kinase activity (GO:0004683) (p-value = 0.021081) [71] . According to Ref. [70] , TRIM36 gene has a direct involvement with the leukemia.
On the other hand, the remaining two novel ("NV") KRT17↓}is a "NV" marker due to the unavailability of the associative information between each of the participating genes (i.e., ABCB11 and KRT17) and the Leukemia. Due to the similar reason, we mark {AP1S1-↓KRT17↓ [ NEIL2-[ DYDC1↓} marker as "NV" marker. Moreover, these two "NV" integrated markers might be highly valuable resources for the diagnosis of AML.
In our proposed method, we divide expression/ methylation dataset into normally distributed and nondistributed datasets. Then we run parametric test (Welch ttest) on normally distributed data, and non-parametric test (Shrink t-test) on non-normally distributed data. For AML dataset, we obtain only one oncogene (i.e., PROS1) that has inverse relationship between the differential expression pattern and differential methylation pattern as final result. We have obtained several literature evidences [87, 88] suggesting that there is association between PROS1 and the leukemia. In addition, we obtain several leukemia-related KEGG pathways (such as hsa04610: complement and coagulation cascades [89] having pvalue = 5.68E-05) as well as Gene-Ontology-terms (viz., GO:BPs of negative regulation of wound healing (GO:0061045) [90, 91] having p-value = 2.19E-09, regulation of response to wounding (GO:1903034) [90] having p-value = 2.78E-09, negative regulation of blood coagulation (GO:0030195) [92] (p-value = 2.21E-08); GO:CCs of extracellular space (GO:0005615) [83] having p-value = 1.49E-33, extracellular region (GO:0005576) [93] having p-value = 3.91E-07, etc.) that are attached with PROS1. For comparative study, we also apply Shrink t-test (non-parametric test) without diving the leukemia dataset through data-distribution, and finally obtain only one gene (NPDC1) that has inverse relationship between the differential expression pattern and differential methylation pattern. In that case, we have found no disease-related significant KEGG pathway or Gene-Ontology associated with NPDC1 gene. In addition, we have not recognized any direct significant relationship between the gene and the disease in literatures. Therefore, the performance of our proposed method through dividing expression/methylation dataset into normally distributed and non-distributed datasets is better than the similar result without dividing the data. For PC dataset, we carry out intersection between the two genesets produced in NDE and NDM, and find a total of 3,912 (= 9, 016 ∩ 7, 907) genes that refer to the normally distributed genes having both the expression and methylation values. Similarly, the intersection operation is performed between the two genesets obtained in NNDE and NNDM, and we obtain a total of 5,298 (= 9, 293∩ 10, 402) genes which are non-normally distributed genes consisting of both the values. After that, we only consider these two categories of resultant intersected genes. Both of the NDE and NDM sub-datasets now consist of 3,912 matched genes, whereas both of the NNDE and NNDM sub-datasets have 5,298 matched genes. The mRMR feature selection technique is then applied on these four sub-datasets separately for identifying top 100 genes. We also perform intersection on the resultant top 100 genes from NDE and NDM sub-datasets, and obtain five common genes between these two. Similarly, we identify only five matched genes between the resultant top 100 genes from NNDE and NNDM sub-datasets.
As mentioned earlier, Welch t-test (parametric test), and FC are combinely applied to the top 100 genes from NDE and NDM sub-datasets at p-value cutoff 0.05, upper fold change cutoff 1.50 and lower fold change cutoff 0.67 in global. As a result, a total 83 of differentially expressed genes are detected of which 24 are up-regulated and 59 are down-regulated in case of NDE sub-dataset, whereas a total of 88 of differentially methylated genes are detected of which 47 are hyper-methylated and 41 are hypomethylated in case of NDM sub-dataset. Thereafter, we get four common genes (i.e., EFCAB4A, PIAS3, SOD3 and NPR2) among the statistically significant genes from 100 top genes (features) of NDE and NDM. Similarly, Shrink t-test (non-parametric test), and FC are jointly utilized to the top 100 genes from NNDE and NNDM subdatasets at the same thresholds. For NNDE sub-dataset, we obtain 85 differentially expressed genes. Among these, 21 are up-regulated, and remaining 64 are downregulated. For NNDM sub-dataset, we identify 59 differentially methylated genes of which 45 are hypermethylated, and remaining 14 are hypo-methylated. Here, we identify three matched genes (i.e., UBIAD1, C4orf31 and APBA2) among the statistically significant genes from 100 top genes (features) of NNDE and NNDM. Overall, we obtain seven (= 4 + 3) intersected genes of which the distribution patterns of their expression and methylation data are same. Among these seven, we recognize five genes (i.e., PIAS3, NPR2, UBIAD1, C4orf31 and APBA2) that have inverse relationship between their expression and methylation patterns. For example, PIAS3 is down-regulated (having p-value = 1.53E-03 and FC = 0.62) and hyper-methylated (having p-value = 2.07E-04 and FC = 1.68). NPR2 is also downregulated (having p-value = 7.53E-06 and FC = 0.50) and hyper-methylated (having p-value = 2.38E-04 and FC = 1.59). PIAS3 and NPR2 are both normally distributed. But, remaining three (i.e., UBIAD1, C4orf31 and APBA2) among the five such genes are non-normally distributed. UBIAD1 is here up-regulated (having p-value = 8.88E-05 and FC = 2.80) and hypo-methylated (having p-value = 6.14E-05 and FC = 0.31). C4orf31 is downregulated (having p-value = 1.50E06 and FC = 0.20) and hyper-methylated (having p-value = 1.47E-07 and FC = 1.74). APBA2 is also down-regulated (having p-value = 1.89E-05 and FC = 0.38) and hyper-methylated (having p-value = 6.93E-07 and FC = 1.54).
After identifying the aforementioned five intersected genes that have inverse relationship between their expression and methylation patterns, we run RANWAR method to extract the relationships among these genes through providing user-defined wcs threshold 0.10 and user-defined wcc threshold 0.50. As there are very few number of genes for rule mining, very less number of rules are generated in this case. The corresponding redundant markers are then discarded from the list. Here we obtain only four non-redundant (condensed) integrated markers. Among these four markers, three are "P" markers, whereas remaining one is "NV" marker.
The respective integrated markers (i.e., genesets) from which the rules are identified, are also highlighted. The resultant rules along with their corresponding markers (genesets) are also ranked on the basis of their weighted confidence values in descending order. The rule related to topmost marker, {NPR2 ‡, UBIAD1 ¶ ⇒ C4orf31 ‡} has wcc 87.5% and wcs 16%, where ¶ signifies upregulated as well as hypo-methylated, and ‡ stands for downregulated as well as hyper-methylated. The first participating gene NPR2 of the marker has an association with the diseaseassociated KEGG pathway (i.e., hsa04270: vascular smooth muscle contraction having p-value 3.03E-02) as mentioned in [94] . The second participating gene UBIAD1 of the marker is also attached with the same disease-associated KEGG pathway. In addition, the relationship between the UBIAD1 and prostate carcinoma is directly found in [95] . But, the third gene of the marker, C4orf31 has no relation with the disease. Thus, the marker is of "P" category. Similarly, {PIAS3 ‡ [ C4orf31 ‡} and {NPR2 ‡ [ APBA2 ‡} are of "P" category. Interestingly, {UBIAD1 ¶ [ APBA2 ‡ [ C4orf31 ‡} can be treated as a "NV" marker. It is noted that although it basically fallen into the category of "P" marker, it can be treated as "NV" marker since the two (i.e., APBA2 and C4orf31) among the three participating genes of this marker are novel here. The wcc and wcs values are 63.19% and 17.14%, respectively. The details of these markers are depicted in Table 8 and Table 9 . The disease-associative KEGG pathways and GO terms, and direct literature evidences are represented in Table 10 and Table 11 , respectively.
CONCLUSION
In this manuscript, we have provided an association rule mining based study of extracting the integrated oncogenic markers through the mutual information-based statistically significant feature selection for AML as well as PC dataset both consisting of gene expression and methylation values. We have applied a normality test on the expression and the methylation dataset before utilizing any statistical hypothesis test in order to understand the distribution of the underlying data of the genes. It helps to improve the correctness of our framework and reduce the errors due to inappropriate use of statistical tests.
We highlight top twenty significant integrated markers for AML multi-domain dataset. Two of them are novel ({ABCB11↑ [ KRT17↓}, and {AP1S1-[ KRT17↓ [ NEIL2-[ DYDC1↓}). For PC dataset, the only novel marker is {UBIAD1 ¶APBA2 ‡ [ C4orf31 ‡}. The major specialties of our framework are (i) analyzing every participating gene of each integrated marker through the proper data-distribution platform (i.e., either Gaussian/ Normal distribution or Non-normal distribution) and appropriate statistical hypothesis test depending on the resultant data-distribution on the corresponding expression and methylation profiles, (ii) identifying cancerrelated genes (of the markers) which have highest relevance and lowest redundancy simultaneously, (iii) evaluating the statistical significance of each gene through either concerning differential expression or differential methylation or both, (iv) recognizing the integrated While " ¶" stands for up-regulation as well as hypo-methylation, and " ‡" refers to down-regulation as well as hyper-methylation.
*
Although it is a "P" marker, it can be treated as novel marker (NV) since maximum participating genes (such as APBA2 and C4orf31) belonging to this marker are still unknown/novel. markers on the basis of their rule-interestingness measures such as weighted condensed confidence (wcc) and weighted condensed support (wcs) measures. Finally, the novel integrated markers will be useful for hypothesis generation and further investigation of their roles as biomarkers in AML as well as PC. Our approach can be applied to other cancer or other complex disease.
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